
Loy's Automatic Reverse Section Controller (ARSC) is designed specifically for I\MRA DCC powered model
railroads. Except for turntable bridge tracks, it is capable of controlling any type of reverse seetion - from very
simpie (including the standard reverse loop) to multiple reverse sections with multiple entry points.
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To start with, we'll discuss how Loy's ARSC works. We'll then discuss installation for various types of
reverse sections.

These instructions ass-ume you are familiar with under-the-bench track trus and feeder wiring, and
understand the importance of using the correct wire size. If not, Kalmbach pubiishes a book titled "Easy
Nlodel Railroad Wiring" that may be of benefit to you - just ignore the part about wiring toggle switches for
block control.



There are three parts to a simple reverse section when controlled with an ARSC: two
detection portals, and the reverse section itself, as shown at right.

While the reverse section is always powered with one polarity or the other, only one
portal is powered at a time - the other portal is in the detection mode.

When a loco enters the north portal, from either direction, polarify in the reverse
section is set to match that end, the north portal is powered, and the south pogtal goes
into the detection mode. -t \ \
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When a loco enters the south portal, from either direction, polarity in the reverse section is set to match that
end, the south portal is powered, and the north portal goes into the detection mode.

If the loco is within the reverse section when this happens, polarity is switched right under the loco. But,
because the decoder is controlting which direction the loco is going, regardless of polarity, the loco doesn't
react to this and just keeps going in the same direction.

The requirement for the ARSC to know a loco is present is that two powered wheels must be in the detection
portal at the same time at least two powered wheels are outside the portal. With all-wheel power pickup
locos, this always happens. With rnost lighted passenger cars, this doesrt't happen because they pickup right
rail power from the front truck and left rail power from the rear truck. This is how the ARSC tells a loco
from a lighted passenger, or other power pickup, car.

Nlost older steam locos only pick up right track power from the right drivers and get left track power from
the letl tender wheels.- making it look exactly like a lighted passenger car. 

'Ihis is why power pickup has to be
added to these units to make the ARSC work.

While the loco doesn't have to have all-wheel power pickup, it does have to have power pickup on both wheels
of the first axle that has power pickup. And if you want to be able to back through the reverse sectiono it also
must also have power pickup on both wheels of the last axle that has power pickup.

You should add power pickup to all-wheels just to have a better running loco. It's fairly easy with Tomar's
all-wheel power pickup kit. If you want to see how it's done, check the article about it on page 112 in the
March 1995 issue of ilIodel Railroader. The Tomar kit provides all the parts you need to do this installation.
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the way it's done with analog toggle switch block control.

And with block control, that's OK - simply because engineers are used to being cognizant of where block gaps
are, and are always at the ready io flip a ioggle or rotary switeh. But, with DCC, 1ot only is 1o1e of this
necessary' long reverse sections can be cietrimental and therefore unwanied.

First, keep in mind that other brands of reverse section controllers not only require the reverse section to be
ionger than the iongest power pickup train, but also require that power pictup train to be fuily out of the
reverse section before the next train can enter at the other end.

Also keep in mind that DCC eliminates the need for engineers to be cognizant of blocks and limit lines, as it
should' And with an automatic reverse section controller, engineers wiil not only forget where the gaps are,
but actually forget that the reverse section even exists.

So, with other brands of rcverse section controllers the reverse section must be kept long en.ugh for the
entire train of power pickup cars (up to 20 or 25 feet), and engineers may forget tirat there is a reverse
section' Any time a train is entering one end of the long reverse section at the same time a power pickup train
is still exiting the other end, you wiil have a short circult - the booster will shut down and won,t fire up again
until you clear the short manually.

But, with an ARSC, you can make the reverse section very short - it only needs to be as long as the longest
ilIU lashup that goes through it.

For example, let's say that you run S-unit diesel ]!IU lashups. f,ven Dash-9s are only l0 inches tong (IIO-
Scale), and it's a rare sight to see nrore tltan three of theseiashetl up. So, since four feel will easily
accommodate any reasonable diesel lashup, four feet is as long ar you. reverse section needs to bL, unless you
have some unusual special need.

Even if you wanted to model the UP jockeying l0 locos back south from Los Angeles, it would only need to be
seven or eight feet long.

Even if your reverse section has to be as long as eight feet, that's still a good bit shorter than 20,or 25,. But
more important, with a Loy's ARSC, a loco can enter one end while u por".. pickup car is exiting the other
end - without any adverse affects. The only requirement is that a loco does not enter a portal at one end while
another loco is within the portal at the other end.

How long does the reverse section "need" to be? with the ARSC, it must be long enough to contain the locos
in an rlIU lashup, AND any cars that have all-wheel power pickup.

For exampleo the Roco DCC operational Crane has all-wheel power pickup. Ergo, it must be counted as a
Ioco when considering the length of your reverse section. If you .o,rpi, it up rigLt after the last 6co in the NIU
Iashup, think of it as just another loco in-iashup. But if you couple it six feet back in a cut of cars, you have to
accommodate the fact that you'll have a loco entering the reverse section six feet back from the last loco. If
your reverse section (including both portats) is shorter than six feet, there's no problem - the crane won,t be
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while the iocos are crossing the other one, there's no probiem.

Nlost lighted passenger cars, and other cars with power pickup, usualiy do not have all-wheel power pickup.
Mos'r of iirese cars pick up power frorn the rigiii raii with the front truck and frorn the left rail with the rear
truck. This is how the ARSC tells a power pickup car (to ignore) from a loco (to switch polarity)' and to
provide other advantages over other reverse seciion controiiers.

There are some cars that get power from both rails with both trucks (ail-wheel power pickup). In this case
the ARSC sees them as a locos and therefore has to either be treatetl like a loco (the reverse section being as
long as the longest train with these cars), or disable some of the power pickup to make them look like a car.

Currently, the only cars I'm aware of that come with all-wheel power pickup from the factory are Kato N
scale lighted passenger cars, the Roco DCC controlled crane car, and some Roco lighted passenger cars.

So, again, how long does the reverse section need to be? Easy - at least as krng as the longest MU lashup that
will go through it. It doesn't hun to make it a little longer than anticipated - just in case you decide to
occasionally run a longer than normal lashup through it.

Unless you have special needs, 3 feet is usually more than long enough for N-Scale, 5 feet for HO-Scale, and so
on



First, some important things about portal length.

1) Fortal length is important for keeping passenger cars from causing a short when the poiarity is reversed
for that end of the reverse section, and is the only thing controiiing portal iength.

2) Portal length is irrelevant for locos.

3) Portal length is irrelevant for non-power pickup cars.

4) Lengthening, shortening' staggering, or any other mociification to the portai will not help steam locos that
don't have all-wheel power pickup to work.

5) IVlessilrg with the length and locatiort of the portal rails will not do anything except for passenger car
considerations as noted in 1) above. And messing with the configuration of the portal other than what's
recommended here will most likely cause lighted passenger cars, or other power pickup cars, to cause short
circuits when crossing a portal when it's in the detection mode.

Hopefully' this rtlakes it clear tltat there's rtotlting you can do with the portal to keep you from having to add
power pickup to some steam locos, and nothing you can do to alleviate any other situation except for the one
purpose the portal length is for - keeping lighted passenger cars, and other power pickup cars, from causing a
short circuit when the polarity is reversed at that end of the reverse section. So, when might that be?

If you have a passenger train that is seven feet lortg, but your reverse section is only frrur feet lgng, the loco
will exit the other end of the reverse section before the train is completely within it. In this situation, the loco
will switch the polarity to match the other end while passenger cars are crossing the first portal, with the
reverse section polarity opposite that of the track on the other side of the portal.

The portal length being longer than the passenger car truck insures that the truck is fully within the portal
before it starts crossing the gaps to exit the portal - thus not causing a short circuit.

The portal length being shorter than length of the shortest car (usually an old time 34' Overton passenger
car), insures that the lead truck of one passenger car has fully exited the portal before the lead truck of the
next passenger car starts entering the portal.

So, what does ail this mean?

fufll The minimum portai length is directiy reiated to length of vour longest power
-4pickupcar t ruck(remenrber , locosaren ' tconsideredfor th is) .For I |o-Scale, the
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*ili3uy is about l-311". The idea is that the entire truck must be able to fit futiy

'- within the portal, with staggered gaps, as illustrated at left.



If you don't have three-axle power pickup trucks, the lerrgth can be shorter - just as long as it's longer than
the longest power pickup truck you will ever have on your layout.

if you will never have cars with power pickup trucks on your layout, the portal can be as short as ir'2". But
play it safe an make it at least 1" anyway. However, keep in mind that if you make your portal this short, you
will either never be able to have power pickup cars on your layout, or your reverse section will have to be
Iong enough to contain the entire train that has power pickup cars.

Yes, as long as your reverse section is long enough to contain the entire train, portal length is irrelevant. As
stated before, the only thing that makes portal length important is to keep power pickup cars from causing a
sltort circuit when crossing the portal when it's in the detection mode (when the loco has switched polarity
and power pickup cars are still crossing the first portal).

The maximum portal length is related to the length of
your shortest cars power pickup (not locos). For an
HO-scale 3.1' Overton passenger car, that's about .{.5".

tu t4

As shown above, wheels (l) must clear gaps (2) before wheels (3) cross gaps (4). lt doesn't matter if the front
truck of tany car crosses the gaps when the rear trucks of any other car are also crossingo only that two front
trucks or two rear trucks do not cross gaps at the same time.

If you have power pickup cars shorter than 34' Overtons, your portals will need to be shorter. If you don't
have anything as short as a 34' Overton, your portals can be longer.
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As with any reverse sectiort, it ntust be electrically isolated from the rest of the layout. Power going to tlie
reverse section and detection portals must be fed only from the ARSC.

Isolation gaps should be offset by about 7/16" to 1i8", as illustrated below (left). If your reverse section is
already isolated with even cuts, you can open one of the gaps a little more and fill it with plastic (center). The
only purpose for this is to insure that two metal wheels on a freighi car do not bridge the iwo gaps at the
exact same time (right), which could incorrectly trigger the ARSC.
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A Dremel tool cut-off wheel or Atlas' #400 Super Saw can tre usetl to make isolation gaps.

After cutting the gaps in the rail, confirm that they are in fact cut all the way through, and totally isolated
from all other rail parts. You can use an ohmmeter, test light, or any other device capable of testing for
continuity. Test each portal rail and both reverse section rails. None of them should hun" uny continuity with
each other or with either mainline rail.

Once you have confirmed that all rail pieces are totally isolated, fitl the gaps with something to insure the
short portal rails won't slide one way or the other and touch one of the adjacent rails - 

".p..i"lly 
on grades.

Following are a couplg of ways to accomplish this:

l. Epoxy or White Glue: Fill the gap with S-nrinute epoxy or white glue. Even if the gap isn't conpletely
filled, it will be satisfactory if there's enough there to keep the two rails apart. Scrape or file excess
epoxy (or glue) twfl/r especially on the inside of the rail.

2. Plastic or Card stock: Fili ihe gap with a piece of styrene plastic or paper card stock, and glue. Trim
with a file or hobby knife, especially on the inside of trre rail.

Note: The whole, and only, purpose for staggering the gaps is to keep two metal wheels from bridging the gap
at the same time. lf this happens, the ARSC wilt mistake this for a loco and reverse the polarity. Nlost of the
time, this wiil be irrelevant. If the locos have already exited the other portal, having the reverse section switch
to the other polarity wort't cause a problern. Buto if any loco wheels are still in the &itiug portal when this
happens, the ARSC will iry to do both polarities at the same time. This could cause the booster to shut down
due to the short circuit, and could make the ARSC stop between polarities. If this happens, you'll need to
reset it with the finger flip method outlined later in the documentation.
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Installing track feeders at both ends of the reverse section makes for
the absolute best installation. This insures good solid detection power
when a loco is exiting the reverse section. Likewise, installation of
track feeders on the mainline rails next to each portal will insure
good solid detection power going into the reverse section.

Find a place under the layout somewhere
close to the middle of the reverse section,
but don't mount i t  yet. You just have to
know where it will be so you can
measure wire lengths to make the wire
harness.

The most common relson the ARSC
does not work properly the first time is
inconect wiring - mixing up North and
South. or left and right. To help alleviate
this, it's best to use tlyo colors of wire to
make it easier to keep track of left and
right, such as white for the right rail and
black for the left rail. Zip cord usually
has a stripe on one wire. which can be
used the same way.

For any scale up to HO, portal wire size
can almost always be 20 AWG stranded,
even though the wires may be up to three
feet long. Even though four or five locos
may be occupying the reverse section at
one time, only one loco will be drawing
yrr lwer f rnrn qnw oiven nnrfq l  l f  nne f i rnp
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And it wili never be drawing more ihan
half of its power frorn that portai - the
other half of the power will be from the
adjacent track that the loco's other truck
is on.

Compare your ARSC with the illustration above to determine the pin connection sequence. Note that the
connector on the ARSC can be unpiugged so you can take it to the bench to soicier wires to it.

Hopefully the ARSC will be mounted within a foot of the track power bus. And, with the reverse section
being only five feet long, the reverse section wires shouldn't be more than 2.5' Iong. So, 20 AWG (larger for
larger scales) stranded should be fine for the revcrse section.

if you purchased an ABSII wire harness with your AR.SC, the portal wires are about 3' long, the reverse
section wire 1r long, and the power connection wire about 2' long, alt with 20 AWG stranded wire. The
intention is that they will be cut to length as needed when installed.

If ulaking your owll' rnake tlte harness with wires longer than necessary, thelr trinr thelr to fit whel installing
it.

While the 8 metal pieces in the plastic socket housing can be removed for crimping, most people don't have
the propertool. It's easierto solderthewires with the metal pieces left in placein itre ptasiic housing.

Strip about l/8" of insulation from the wire. Place the wire in position and use a small blade screwdriver to
press the wire's insulation down into the last l/16" of the end of the trough. With wires pushed into place, you
can then solder them. You have to use a hot soldering iron, and do it quickly. Otherwise, you stand a chance
of melting the piastic.

DO fiOT SOLDER WfnnS DIRf,CTLY TO THE ARSC PIN-S. This will automatically voirl any warranty
and make it exceedingly difficult to troubleshoot. If you screw up the connector that came with the ARSC,
caii us for another one.



Left rail anti right raii are extremely important when wiring your ARSC. There are several ways to keep this

straight. iiyou have used two different colors of wire for your track power bus wires, cali one color left and

the other right. If you alreatly have your DCC systems, artd aiso hnve a voltmeter' you can use that to teli ieit

from right. Select address zero, the analog address, and give it full power. This will place DC voltage on the

track that you can see with a voltmeter. One rail will be positive, the other negative. If the left rail going into

the south portal is negative, all negative rails are left rail.

Regardless of which way you keep track of left and right rail, it's very important to keep that straight - to and
inciuding where you connect the power pickup wires (pins 5 and 6) to the track power bus wires.

Looking at the illustration above, notice that pins 1,4,5, and 8 are listed as "left" rail. If you're using the
color of bus wire to keep track of left and right rail, you might want to substitute "left" for "black", for
exarnple. Or, if you're using the DC polarity of the rail as previously discussed, you nright wattt to substitute

"left" for "-" (negative). Of course, pins 2,3,6, and 7 are right rail, which would then be "white", or "+"
(positive), as in our examples.

Here is one very important point: When considering left and right rail for the north portal, it is in
relationship to the track entering at the south portal. Don't follow the rnainlitre around to the ltorth portal
and match that polarity with left and right rails. Think of it as a reverse section where the polarity is
matching the south portal. As such, you will always use the south portal polarity as the reference.

You can actually start wiring anywhere, but I like to start at pin #1 and work up to pin #8. Since the wiring is
l e t t - r i gh t - r i gh t - l e f t - l e f t - r i gh t - r i gh t - l e f t , i t ' seasy tonumber theconnec t i ons r igh ta t the ra i l s .
Consider the illustration below: ML: Mainline, NP: north portal, and SP: south portal.

N F Rerrer* Section



Portal Wiring: Since pin #1 is the ieft raii of the south portai, we start there by numbering that rail #1.

Obviously, the other raii is #2. We've now taken care of Left - Right. iiext is the north portai, which is Right -

Left. Since we finished with right, and the next pin is aiso right, we just move to the other end of the reverse

section on the same rail and number it #3. Obviously, the other rail is #4. That was easy, weire half done.

Track Power to the ARSC: Now we move back to the mainline at the south portal. Since the iast raii we

Iabeled was ihe left raii, we stay on the ieft rail to number that mainline #5. Obviously, the other mainline rail

is #6. This is a very important point. If you just continue up to the mainline at the north portal, and stayed on
the same rail, you will be wiring it wrong. It's important that you wire #5 to the track power bus wire that

feeds the mainline track going into the south portal left rail. lf it's unhandy to wire it right at that point, you

can wire it into the track power bus wire anywhere, as long as it's io the same color (polarity) as it is at the

south portal left rail.

Reverse Section Wiring: Lastly, we move back to the reverse section itself, staying on the same right rail as
#6, and mark it #7. Obviously, the other rail is #8. Our illustration shows a short sub-bus so 7 & 8 can have

feeders close to I and 2, and another pairclose to 3 and 4. Note, for reverse sectiorts only 2-ll2 feet long, or
shorter, this is not so important as long as there are no rail joiners within the reverse section.

Final Isolation Test: With the wiring done, before you plug the ARSC into the harness socket, check to see
that all the rails are still isolated from each other. This eliminates the possibility that you caused a short in the
ARSC harness socket, or anywhere else.

Final Polarity Test with a DC Voltmeter: If you have a DCC system, select address "00" (the analog
address) and give it full throttle to place DC power on the rail. If you don't have a DCC system, connect a DC
power source to the track power bus.

Use a DC voltmeter tg check your work. Check to see which portal is powered. Remember, one will be
powered, the other will be in the cietection mode (no power).

Rercrse Section
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Let's say that the north portal is powered and that the right rail, as going into the reverse section from the
north portal mainline, is positive. |{OTE: it's OK if your left rail is positive, it doesn't maiter which is posiiive

or negative for this test. If you prefer to make yours like the illustration above, all you have to do is reverse
the train's direction (or if using a DC power supply for the test, reverse the power wires to the track).

The north portai and Reverse Section should have the same polarity as the main line. Notice that the south
portal doesn't have power. Aetuallyr your meter rnay show a srnidgen of power, tltat's norlnal. But it wotl't
have iuii track power.

If any section of track has the wrong polarity, reverse the wires going to it. NOTE: if the mainline polarities
are not opposite each other, as shown in the illustration, you donrt have a reverse section and shoulcin't be
installing the ARSC there.

f{ow short the gaps tletween the other portal anti the mainline - to make the ARSC switch polarities. Both
gaps must be shorted at the same time, as if an all-wheel power pickup ioco has just crossed the gaps. You
should hear the ARSC click, unless you mounted it in a place that could muflle the sound.

If you heard the click, polarity has changed. If you didn't hear it due to its location, polarity still may have
changed. To find outo check that portal's voltage. If it has track voltageo polarity changed and is ready to test.
If your reverse section matched the polarity in the last test, it should now match the polarity shown below.

Pererie Section 5P t't_i r o
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If the polarity of the south portal doesn't match the mainline, reverse the wires going to it. NOTE: since you
already checked the reverse section's polarity in the previous test, it should also match. If it doesn't, you have
something seriously ryrong - check to be sure you really need a reverse section controller in this location.

Final Polarity Test with a Test Bulh: With the analog address "00" selected and given full throttle (or
with DC voltage connected to the track power bus wires) and using the illustration below as a guide, cotrltect
the test bulb leads at the positions indicated below. The test bulb can be a l4-volt GOW, or any other lower
voltage bulb with an appropriate resistor.
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If the north portal is powered, the bulb should light with the bulbs leads on 6 and 3, anci on 6 and 7.

If it doesn't iight at 6 and 3, trT 6 and 4. If it lights at 6 and 4, reverse the wires between 3 and 4. lf it doesn't
light at 6 and 3, or at 6 and 4, something isn't connected properly - check all your wiring.

If it doesn't light at 6 and i,try 6 and 8. If it lights at 6 and 8, reverse the wires between 7 and 8. If it tloesn't
light at 6 and 7, or 6 and 8, something isn't connected properly - check all your wiring.

If the south portal is powered, the bulb should light when you place the bulb leads on 5 and 2, and 5 and 7.

If it doesn't light at 5 and 2,tW 5 and 1. If it lights at 5 and 1, reverse the wires between 1 and 2. lf it doesn't
Iight at 5 and 2, or 5 artd 1, sornething isn't corrnected properly - check all your wiring.

ff it doesn't light at 5 and 7, try 5 and 8. lf it lights at 5 and 8, reverse the wires between 7 and 8. If it doesn't
light at 5 and 7, or at 5 and 8, something isn't connected properly - check all your wiring.

The tiltimate PolariQ Test with a Loco: tise a known good ioco that has all-wheel power pickup and a
decoder installed (NOTE: Do NOT do this test with an analog loco). This means you must have a DCC system
to rnake this test - the ARSC is NOT designed to work on an analog system, and NO DCC auto-reverse
controller will operate properly with an analog loco.

If the north portal is powered, place the loco on the track headed into the reverse section through the north
portal. If the south portal is poweredr place the loco on the track headed into the reverse section through the
soutlr portal.

Select the loco's address and give it throttle to go into the reverse section. If the loco goes through the portal,
and gets to the middle of the reverse section without hesitating or shorting the system, you have all the wires
connected correctly so. far.

If the systenr shorted out, it's important to krtow exactly where the loco's wheels were when it shorted out.

If the loco's front wheels just crossed the first set of gaps going into the portal, the portal wires are backward.
If the loco wheels just crossed the gaps between the portal and reverse section, the reverse section wires are
wrong. In either case, reverse the wires and test it again.

l'iow run the loco through the other portal. When the front wheels of the loco cross the first set of gaps going
into the portal, the ARSC should reverse polarity. If the loco continued on through the portal without
problem, wiring is correct. If the system shorted out when polarity reverses, that portal is wired backwards -
reverse the wires.

If ihe loco went into the portal fine, but shorted out when it got to the reverse section, ygu have a serious
problem - check to be sure you really need a reverse section controller in that location.

iiote: if a loco won't trigger the ARSC when the leading wheels cross the first gap, check the loco for power
pickup. Chances are it needs some selice work. When the ARSC is properly wired, the biggest cause of the
ARSC not working is locomotive service - something causing power pickup to not be good otr one or more
wheels. It's a good idea to service your locos on a regular basis, checking for power pickup - not just to keep
the ARSC working correctly, but just to have good running locos.



The VelerorM on the back of the ARSC will stick to any snrooth surface. Renrove the protective tape frorn the
Velcro. Hold the ARSC with the exposed sticky tape side facing the mounting surface and lei the Aft.SC find
its own orientation according to the natural flow of the wires. When you're satisfied with the positioning,
press the ARSC to the surface to make it stick.

When the ARSC is pnrperly installed, you can run any DCC-equipped loco through the reverse section in
either direction, enter and back out, or do any other type of operation through or within the reverse section
without having to think about anything but running your loco. There should be no hesitation as it crosses any
gaPs, and the system should never be shorted to cause the booster to shut track power off.

However, analog locos (locos without decoders) and locos that do not have all-wheel power pickup pose a
slight problem.

Analog Locos: An analog loco wili not go throrrgh any reverse section without yorrr intervention. Because
the polarity on the track dictates the direction of the analog loco, the loco will instantly reverse direction
when it hits the exiting portal. It will enter just fine, but will not exit.

However, if you tirne it just right you can get it to exit. When the analog loco enters the reverse section, get
your finger ready to press the direction trutton. The instant the loco's front wheels hit the first set of gaps (or
a split second before), press the direction button to reverse the loco's direction. When the ARSC reverses the
polarity to match the exit track, your reversing overall track polarity will counteract it and the loco will
continue going forward - two reverses make a forward.

Locos without balanced power pickup: These locos wili NOT trigger the ARSC to set proper polarity.
The solution is to add power pickup. Nlany people dread the idea of doing this, but the Tom..a.r.a.ll-Whegl
power pickup kit we carrT makes it fairly easy. If you want to see how it's done, check the article about it on
page 112 in the illarch 1995 issue of lllodel Railroader. Adding power pickup not only will make the ARSC
worko but will produce a better running loco to boot.



Troubleshooting after initial instaiiation? Ciick here.

The ARSC should work a good long time for you. We've tested several with over 80'000 reversals without

problem. If you run through the reverse section l0 times an hour ciuring a 3 hour operating session, three

times a week, this equates to 17 years of operation.

And, there's nothing you can do under normai operating conditions to ciamage it. Even wiring it wrong won't
damage it, it just won't work. But, there is one natural phenomenon with DCC systems and the ARSC.

If you have two locos entering opposite polarities at the same time, the ARSC will try to flip both polarities at

the same tinre, flipping back and forth very quickly. When this happertso the ARSC will buzz.

As long as neither loco crosses the second set of gaps while the other loco is still within the portal, there wiii
be no harm, and everything will continue as normal. However, if one loco spans both gaps while the other
loco is still within the other portal, this will cause a dead short (as it would with any reverse section
controller).

If this happens, the DCC system's short circuit protection will shut track power off. If this happens at the
exact time that the ARSC is using power to flip from one polarity to the other, it could cause the ARSC to
stop in the middle of that switching, and render it brain-dead.

There is, however, a quick and easy way to wake it up. FIip it on the head with your linger - sort of like
getting it's attention with a2x4.

tinplug the ARSC from the harness. Ilold the ARSC by the connector with the fingers on one hand, and flip
the yellow relay on the other end of the ARSC with the middle finger of your other hand. Flip it as hard as
you can without hurting yourself.

When you plug it back in, it should work fine. Note that the only time this should happen is when the ARSC
is buzzing due to both portals being accessed at the same time, and track power is shut off in the middle of
that event.

If a portal is right next to a turnout, and the ARSC sometirnes doesrt't work whert entering that portal, check
the electrical integrity of the turnout's points. Many turnouts do not have a good solid power connection to
the points. And, when the loco runs over it, power can momentarily be lost. This temporary loss of power can
cause the ARSC to fail on occasion.

The solution for this is to feed power directly to the points with a short piece of flexible 30.AlU-G-(decoder)
wire. For non-power routing turnouts, these wires (using 22 AWG extensions) can be connected directly to
the track power bus like track feeders. For power routing turnouts, this power will have to go through a relay

that will switch polarities when the turnout is switched. The key is good solid power at all points.



Sometime, a reverse section may be too short, as shown at right. I
have one on my layout that would be onry 16" long. My two Amtrak
FP45s lashed together wouldn't be abre to go through ii, much less a
5-unit lashup.
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The solution, as seen at left, is to move the reverse section out onto
the mainline so it can be expanded to whatever length it needs to be.

Wiring it is the same as with a simple reverse section, except for
adding two more wires to connect the second north portal (in
parallel) to the first one.

i h,iorih Frtal i  Fevrse Settion

Here are a couple of hints to help you figure out which portals are which, and how to wire them:

First, since the mainline itself doesn't have a polarily problern, it's simply straight through with the samepolarity all the way, which means that all portals on tirat mainline wiil bL the same - in our illustration, bothnorth portals.

Second, since the north portal on the right can't be accessed by a train going from the south portal, don,t tryto figure out which rail is 3 and 4 in the normal way. Treat the north pnrtat on the lefl and soulh portal as asimple two-portal reverse section. once you have those numbered, simply give the right north portal the samenumbering as the left north portal.

When trains use the .,uat mainline in the normal manner, in either direction, polarity does not reverse(unless the last trairl wettt through front the north rnainline to the south mainline). It just stays set to the sar'epolarity as the north mainline, with both north portals having normal track power. polarity will only changewhen the crossover is used, and then be changed back, if necelssary, when the mainline is used again.

Note that the whole crossover isn't used as part of the reverse section. By keeping the south portal close to thertorth turnout, a trairt going frorn the soutlt ntainline to the north ."u ,o"it closer to the north 'rai'li 'e wherrit has to wait for a north mainline train to pass. [t's not that trains should be waiting closer, but that thisreduces the possibility that an errant engineer will enter the south portal pre-maturely.

NOTE: When waiting for a train to pass' the waiting train may not enter the portal until the engines of thepassing trai. have cor'pletely exited the reverse r".tlou.

If the south portal was placed as close to the south mainline as possible, the train going to the north wouldhave to wait completely on the south mainline until the north mainline train has passed. This would be OK,under normal conditions. But after running with DCC for awhileo most people forget that there are still foull inns f  h ' : f  h ' rvo fn hp ' r . r - r r rnrnrrr l ' r *pd wi*h +h.-  fnr . l  l in .c. rs r . l r rcc fn fhp ro.r !  r lqncrr , r : rs nncr ih lc i f rs  lasc l i leelv
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that someone wiil foul the lirre and cause a short circuit.

The same holds true for the north portal to the right of the turnout. Keep it as close to the turnout as possible.
However, in doing so, you must insure that the points on that turnout have good solid track power as
previously discussed.

A More Complex Reverse Section

The reverse section shown at right is one we've run into several times
over the years. While your's may not be just like this one, it will give
you some ideas on how to handle other non-standard reverse sections.

The first inclination is to install two reverse sections, one in each of the circle halves. While one ARSC could
control both sections, and is readily doable, it can also be done with just one reverse section. We'll show it
first as two reverse sections controlled by one ARSC. then show it as one reverse section.
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Two or more reverse sections can be controlled with one ARSC, not
only in the situation shown to the right, but in any situation. Simply
hook all north portals together in parallel, all south portals together
in parallelo and all Reverse Sections together in parallel. While this
keeps you from having to purchase additionat ARSCs, there are
limitations when doing this.

i ) Opposite polarity portals cannot be used at the same time. For example, if one engine is entering or exiting
a south portai at the same time another is entering or exiting the north pofial of another reverse section,
there will be a short circuit and trains will stop. No damage will be done, but you'll have to push the engines
off the gaps manually to correct the problem, and maybe reset the ARSC with a flip.

Thic recfr ic t inn nnlw l i rn i ts  thc r rse nf  nnnnsi fe nnlqr i fv  nnrtq ls qf  fhe sqrnr '  t i rne f lnne l  lnnn l rchrrn is
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completely within the reverse Section, other locos may enter or exit any portal at will. Or, one engine can

enter or exit one south portal, for example, at the same time another engine is entering or exiting a different '.

south portal. They just cart't use opposite polarity portals at the same time.

This is not a restriction only with the ARSC. This restriction applies to all reverse sections that are wired

together, no matter how they're controlled.

2) Loy's ARSC is limited to a little more than 3 amps at 15 volts. Ergo, you should limit the number of trains

in the reverse sections controlled by one ARSC to 3 amps or less. If you nlight need to have more trains in

multiple reverse sections than that, you should split the reverse sections up into multiple ARSCs.

This should be of concern only to the larger scales, unless you have a large number of reverse sections where
lots of engines and/or lighted cars will be on them at the same time.

3) Distance has to be considered.20 AWG wire is adequate for one HO-scale, or srnaller' reverse section. But

when controlling two or more reverse section with one controller, you must use larger wire to connect them
all together. Otherwise, there could be too much resistance in the wire and keep the reverse section controller
from recognizing a loco. The example shown here has the two reverse sections close together so it doesn't
require wire much larger than normal. But if the two reverse sections are further apart you should use wire
suitable for that distance, such as 14 AWG for 20 to 35 feet.

For clarity, we have left the connection drawings out, in favor of just numbering the connection points -

connect al l  1s to pin 1, etc.

First, you can see that the two mainlines are wired in parallel. There is rto polarity probleln with a crossover.
But, since each of these sections reverses the direction of the loco, each is a reverse section.

There is one little twist on this wiring that you need to understand. It's sort of like the extra north portal on
the previous (reverse section expansion) scenario. But this one shows it in a way that may make you wonder
about i t .

Start with the reverse section on the right. You can lay it out and number it just like an ordinary simply
reverse sectiono with all the same rules, hints, and tips. But notice that the reverse section on the left starts out
with pin one on the right rail of the south portal. This is the point you need to understand.

It really doesn't rnattcr whether you start with the right or left rail, so long as you follow through with the
p rope rpa t t e rn -e i t he r l e f t - r i gh t - r i gh t - l e f t - andsoon ,o r r i gh t - I e f t - I e f t - r i gh t -andsoon .  I n thecaseo f
this example, we have one reverse section with the left - right sequence, and the other with the right - left
sequence. Why?

The ARSC has only two power inputs, 5 and 6. These pins have to be in the proper sequence the same as all
the rest. Since 5 and 6 have already been established by the first reverse section, you can't reverse them so the
other reverse section can start out on the left rail. lriotice that pin #1 is on the same side of the track as pin 5.
So, if you already have pin 5 set to one rail or the other, simply start the numbering sequence on that side.



Note that this is the exact same track plan as the previous example.
The only difference is that the reverse section location has been
changed. Just because it's obvious that there is a reverse section
doesn't mean it has to be where you would first assume. More about
that later.

For this one, choose a portal to be the south portal, as you would with any other reverse section. For the
illustration, we chose the right mainline portal to be the south portal. As with the "Expanding the Reverse
Section" example, the other portal on the mainline (labeled with italics) will be identical to the first mainline
portal - both south in this example.

That means that the other two portals must be north portals. You can use the normal "simple reverse
section" numbering method for the entire thing. Starting with the left rail of the south portal being #1 and
the other rail being #?, then moving to the south portal and number right to left as 3 and 4, then back to the
rnainline at I and 2 to number left to right as 5 and 6, then back to the reverse section to number right to left
as 7 and 8.

This only leaves the left mainline portal to number (numbered in italics), which we've already established as
being identical to the other mainline portal, and the other loop portal (also numbered in italics) which we can
extrapolate as being identical to the other loop portal.

We can prove this by moving the r'+/'-" signs down closer to the ponals. If you look back at the testing portion
of the original "simple reverse section" wiring segment, you'll see that the +/- polarity for the mainline at the
north portal is reverse that of the mainline at the south portal - as it is in this example.
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The contacts in the ARSC's relays are rated at about 3 amps at G-scale voltage. While this is ample for rnost
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other high current draw scales such as Lionel and American Flyer, another relay needs to be used.

Relays are generally availatrle at most electronic stores, including Radio Shack Electronic surplus stores
have them extremely cheap. When selecting a relay, you have three things to consider:

. Contacts rated with adequate amperage for your application

. Coil rated at G-scale voltage

. AC or DC relay coils

Ideally, you'll find something in the range of 5- to 10-amp contacts, with activating coils operating on 20 volts
AC. Considering that l2-volt DC relays are more readily available, steps can be taken to accommodate them,
or any other relay operating on less than 20 volts.

The wiring schernatic here shows using a DC relay. If you've martaged to find an AC relay of the proper
voltage, you can eliminate the rectifier bridge and hook the portal wires directly to the relay coil.

To Noth portsl
To South portsl

Frurn trsck po$ er bu5 The bridge rectifier only has to be rated at the relay's
power consumption, not the track power
consumption. In lieu of a bridge rectifier, you can use
a set of four diodes to make the bridge rectifier, as
illustrated at right.

l ln t DJtriPDEd

Lastly, if you need to reduce the voltage to the relay coilo you can insert a resistor or a series of diodes. Each
diode will reduce the voltage by about 0.7 volt. Place thern between the rectifier bridge artd relay. Resistors
v&rfr so if you opt to use a resistor for voltage drop, you'll have to use trial and error to find the correct
resistor.

If the polarity in the reverse section is wrong after you get this connected, simply reverse the reverse section
wires.

9 w q
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From trark po',ver bus

Nlany people like to have signating of one kind or another, especially on hidden reverse sections so they know
whether or not it is being used.

With all other reverse section controllersr power is pulled from the track power bus. Even the Digitrax PM42
that has its own external power source draws some power from the track. This means that none of those
reverse section controllers can be used downstream from a block detector. If wired downstream, between the
block detector and track, the block detector will see the power being drawn by other reverse section
nnnfrnl lers and fqlselv rnnnr{ I  locn qs hpino nrcsonf Rrrf sinec fhe ARSC drqurc nn nnrf,rpr frnrn fhe frqck



unless a loco is present, it can be safeiy used with block detection.

With an HGE biock detector, since the reyerse seetion is already isolated from the rest of the layout, simply
place the HGE in one of the power lines to the ARSC, as shown below.

This illustration shows an HGE powering the track
before and after the reverse section as well as the
reverse section - making them all in the same
detection block.

Wiring an ARSC with an inductive type block
detector is exactlv the same.

Wiring the ARSC with a BDL16 is also the same.

NOTS: [se of one ̂ARSC for,multipte .feverse sections beccnr*,bnbeedinglt,,dtfncult,with,,ilgn.slin,s,.,u,n]e*s tna

Track power
frorn booger
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An Automatic Reverse Loop Turnout Controller can be used in
conjunction with an ARSC to create a fully automated reverse loop.

When doing a normal ARSC installation, you will have north and
south portals in the loop, as shown at right. With the ARLTC wired
without an optional portal, the train will enter one rvay one time, and
the other way the next time - continually alternating back and forth.

If you want to control which way the train goes in, you can install a
trigger button to the north poftal, and another trigger button to the
south portal, covered later.

If you want the train to enter the same way each time, you can install
an optional portal as illustrated at right. This portal absolutely must
be far enough from the turnout to contain any train that will go
through the reverse loop - because the tail end of the train has to clear
the turnout before the loco crosses that portal when coming out of the
loop.

Loy's Toys no longer manufactures ARLTCs, but it's easy to make
your olvn.
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To make an ARLTC to control a Tortoise or other stall motor machineo you'll need a DPDT relay, two bridge
rectifiers (or 8 dioder), t*"o diodes, and possibly a resistor. Making one for twin-coil machines is more
difficult. It would be much easier to switch to a stall motor machine if having an automatic reverse loop is
your goal.

If you can find a DPDT relay that works with AC voltage, you can eliminate the need for one bridge rectifier.
However, these are hard to find. And if you can't find a relay that operates with the voltage provided from
the track power bus, you'll need an appropriate resistor. The value you'll need will depend on three things:
your track voltage, the voltage needed by the relay, and the amount of current drawn by the relay's operating
coil.

We'll break the wiring down into two sectiolrs: relay actuation, and turnout rnotor wiring

Relay Actuation

The way this works is based on the fact that only one portal is powered at a time - the other portal is in the
r lpfpnf inn mnr lp wi fh nn rr r rwAr onnl ied \ t r / i re fhe re lqv qr . f r rqt ino l .n i l  tn nna nnrfq l  nr  thc nfher ' -  i f  dnpcnrt
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matter which. When polarity of the reverse section is one way, the portal will be powered and the relay will
be active. When the polarity is the other way, the portal will not have power and the relay will relax.

If your relay isn't designed for AC voltage, you'll need a bridge rectifier. If you don't have a
bridge rectifier, you can make one with four diodes, such as four lN400ls, as illustrated at
left.

Because a collapsing field from the coil will cause Back EMF that needs to he dissipated,
another diode needs to be add as shown at right.

You also have to consider the relay/track voltage difference. Most relays operate on 5 or
l2 volts. There are others, but aren't as prevalent. All you have to do to cut the voltage
down is add a resistor as shown at left.

The more resistance, the lower the voltage. So if you put a resistor in that keeps the relay frorn activatirtg, you
need a resistor of lower value. The key is to use a resistor of low enough value so the relay will operate
reliably, but no more. Allowing too much voltage to the relay coils could damage the coil after some usage.

Turnout Motor Wiring

The relay must be a DPDT device. Your relay may or may not have the same pin out as that
illustrated here, so you have to go by the pin labels.

Note the X between the N.C. (normally closed) nnd N.O. (normally closed) terminals - the X does
not connect in the middle where they cross. These wires, which you must install, are what reverses
the polarity for the switch motor when the relay operates.

Since a stall motor uses the polarity of the power to know which way to go, you must feed DC power of the
voltage needed by the turnout machine you're using. For example, a Tortoise needs about 12 volts, so l2 volts
DC must be fed to the power-in pins.
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If your power suppiy provides ACo you can convert it to DC with another
bridge rectifier of four diodes, as shown at left. Note that when converting
normal AC this way, the voltage will go up - so it's necessary for you to
check the voltage. If the voltage is too high, you can reduce it with a
resistor as you did on the other circuit.

You can actually get power from the track for this. Because DCC track voltage is AC voltage, you have to use

a bridge rectifier, or four diodes. However, because it's "square wave", you won't get an increase in voltage.
But you need to check the voltage anyway, artd use an appropriate resistor if needed.

Out to Tortoise Po*al PowerinTu mo r{t llh.chine
Fow er irr Fessori f Here we see it all put together, with portal

power entering the bridge rectifier (diodes)
on the right, controlling the relay's coil on
the right, power input for the turnout
machine on the left (rectified if needed), and
output to the turnout machine in the middle.
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If it's not obvious that you have a reverse section, or where it might be, or whether or not it can be moved to a
different locationo thdfollowing information might help.

First, you will need a drawing of your track plan. Actually, you may need two, three, or more before you're
finished. Ideally, the drawing will only show one line for the track, not both rails. If the one you have already
shows both rails, that's OK - it will still work. So, start by making a couple of copies of the track plan before
you start - which behooves you to make your drawing on one or more 8.5" x 11" sheets for easy copying. Use
the copies to mark on, so you can keep the original pristine for making more copies if you need them.

The track plan shown at left is simplistic so it won't get too cluttered
while showing you this technique.

The extra lines, for the second rail, will be drawn dotted to be able to tell them apart from the original lines. I
suggest you use a red pen to draw the second rail in.



Start anywhere, and draw in the second rail with your red pen.
Below you can see that we've draw the second rail in for the complete
loop (with our dotted line).

When we try to draw the dotted (red) Iine in for the crossover, it
becomes apparent that there is a polarity problem - because the
dotted line has to cross over the solid line in order to come out on the
dotted line side at the other end.

This means that there has to be a reverse section somewhere. It's obviously in the crossover. But, as we
discussed in the "expanding the reverse section" before, it can be moved if necessary.

For many pcople with dog-bonc dcsignso thc solution is two reversc
sections, as shown at right.

This allows them to have as many crossovers (even double crossovers) in the middle as they like, without
having to contend with a reverse section at every one of them. Doing so also moves the reverse sections to
locations where there is more room to accomnrodate thern.

This allows thern to have as nlany crossovers (even double
crossovers) in the middle as they like, without having to contend with
a reverse section at every one of them. Doing so also moves the
reverse sections to locations where there is more room to
accommodate them.
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Note that this requires the layout to be wired a little differently to start with. Instead of w'iring it as one iarge
loop, the lower section is wired backwards to what it was beforeo with the dotted (red) line at the bottom like

at the top of the loop.

This is why it's important to identify where you will be placing your reverse sections before you start doing
your track wiring.

If your layout is as simple as these illustrations, you have no need to draw red rails in to see where the reverse
sections are, or see the alternatives. So when you start drawing on your track plan, you may find that you
make a mistake or two - crossing the original line when turning at turnouts when you weren't supposed to,
for example.

For this reason, it's important that you trace your lines from both directions. Once you do it one way' turn
around and do it again, starting from a different pointo and do all the loops and crossovers in a different
sequence. This is why you will need at least two copies to start with. And when you make a mistake, you'll

want to re-do it on yet another fresh copy so you don't get mixed up with erased lines that don't quite get
erased.

If the place you find that needs a reverse section is in a precarious place, try drawing yet another one, with
the idea in mind to force the reverse section elsewhere. IVIany times you can draw a precarious place in first
without the reverse section, which will force the reverse section to another location. Keep trying it until you
can get the reverse section into a more suitable location.

Also, if you have two or more reverse sections, you can sonretimes draw otlter plans tltat can force two
reverse sections into one, as was previously shown with a circle between the parallel mainlines.

And if you have trouble nailing this down don't hesitate to mail a copy of your track plan to us so we can
figure it out for you.



Start anywhere, and draw in the second rail with your red pen.
Below you can see that we've draw the second rail in for the complete
loop (with our dotted line).

When we try to draw the dotted (red) line in for the crossover, it
becomes apparent that there is a polarity problem - because the
dotted line has to cross over the solid line in order to come out on the
dotted line side at the other end.

This means that there has to be a reverse section somewhere. It's obviously in the crossover. Buto as we
discussed in the "expanding the reverse sectionrr before, it can be moved if necessary.

For many people with dog-bone designs, the solution is two reverse
sections, as shown at right.

This allows them to have as many crossovers (even double crossovers) in the middle as they like, without
having to contend with a reverse section at every one of them. Doing so also moves the reverse sections to
lncqfions urhcrrt fhcre ic rnnre rrrrrrar fn qnr.nrnrnndstp fhcrn



\ote that this requil 'es the layout to bewired a l i t t le differently to start with. Instead of wir ing i t  as one large
loop. the low'er section is wired backwards to what it was beforeo with the dotted (red) tine at the tlottom like
at the top of t lre loop.

This is why' i t 's important to identif ,v where vou wil l  be placing your reverse sections before you start doing
r.our track wiring.

If vour layout is as simple as these i l lustrationsr you have no need to drnw red rai ls in to see where the reverse
sections are. or see the alternatives. So when you start drawing on your trnck plano you may f ind that you
ntake a nristake or two - crossing the original l ine when turning at turnouts when you weren't supposed to,
for example.

For this rt 'ason, i t 's important that vou trace your l ines from both directiorrs. Once you do it  one wny" turn
around and do it  again, start ing from a different point, and do al l  the loops and crossovers in a different
sequence. This is why you wil l  need at least two copies to start with. And when you make a mistake, you' l l
want to re-do it  on yet nnother fresh copv so you don't get rnixed up with erased l ines that don't quite get
er:rsed.

lf  the place r--ou f ind that needs a relerse section is in a precarious place, try dran' ing yet another one, with
the iclea in mind to force the reverse scction elsewhcre. lVlany t imes yon can draw a precarious place in f irst
withorrt the reverse sectiolt" which rvi l l  force the reverse section to nnother location. Keep trying it  unti l  you
can get the rel 'erse section into i l  nrore suifable location.

.\ lso, i f  vou have two or more reverse sections! you can sonretimes draw other plans that can force two
re! 'erse sections inlo orte, as l t 'ns previously shown with a circle between the paral lel mninl ines.

And if  votr have trouble nail ing this down clon't hesitate to rnail  a copy of your track plan to us so we can
figure i t  out for you.


